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What sort of places are Youchien and Hoikuen?

Basically there are two types of facilities where you can have childcare service for your child. They are the
Youchien and Hoikuen.

Youchien Hoikuen

There are both public and private
Youchien. Each Youchien runs
different activities.

There are both public and private
Hoikuen. Each Hoikuen runs different
activities.

Contact Youchien Children Division/Hoikuen

Criteria
for

admission

Age
(years)

Children who are 3, 4 and 5 years
old in April of entry year to
Youchien.

Children whose birthdays are
from yyyy mm dd
to yyyy mm dd

Children prior to starting primary
school

(Note)Acceptance age is different by
Hoikuen.

Criteria

Children who live in the city
where there is a Youchien.

Children who are granted
admission by the Youchien
principal.

Children whose parents cannot
obtain day care due to various
reasons ( ). Children who live in
the same house as their grandparents
who are younger than 65 year old do
not go to Hoikuen.
These reasons include :
both parents are working the

mother is pregnant the mother
giving birth the parent(s) is(are)
ill having to take care of family
members victims of disasters,
etc.
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Length of time to leave
the child with the

centers

8:40 a.m. to around 2:30 p.m.
This varies with the age of the

child and the seasons of the year.

Around 7a.m. to around 8 p.m.
The length of time to leave the

child with the center varies with
different Hoikuen.
There may be additional charges to

leave the child for early hours in the
morning or late hours in the evening.

Required fees
(per month)

Around 10,000 yen
(in the case of public Youchien)

For details, please enquire at the
respective Youchien.

This depends on the child’s age and
parents’ income. Charges are
different with different
municipalities. When there are two
or more children attending the same
Hoikuen, the charges may change.

For details, please enquire at the
respective children division or
Hoikuen.

What is the purpose for attending these facilities?

The main goal for the Youchien and Hoikuen in Japan is to promote growth
in spirit, mind and body for the children. (This goal is different in respective
Youchien and Hoikuen.)

Frequently Asked Questions

When will they teach Hiragana and Katakana?

Basically, Youchien and Hoikuen in Japan do not focus on academic achievement. As such,
there is no designated language classes like those in elementary schools. (There are Youchien
and Hoikuen that incorporates writing and reading of Japanese characters into play and daily
activities in accordance with the children’s age and interests.)

When will they teach Mathematics?

Basically, Youchien and Hoikuen in Japan do not focus on academic achievement. As such,
there is no designated Mathematics classes like those in elementary schools. (There are
Youchien and Hoikuen that incorporates writing and reading of numbers into play and daily
activities in accordance with the children’s age and interests.)
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One day in Youchien and Hoikuen the case of a year old

Youchien Time Hoikuen

Going to Youchien Going to Hoikuen

Morning snack Morning snack

Play and activity Play and activity

Prepared lunch (kyuushoku) /
lunchbox (obentou)

Prepared lunch (kyuushoku) /
lunchbox (obentou)

Going home from Youchien Afternoon nap

Afternoon snack

Parents fetching the children
time

Extended care time

6
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Clothing at Youchien and Hoikuen

What should the child wear?

Example of clothing Going to center going home While at the Youchien/Hoikuen

Youchien

There are Youchien which do not

have uniforms.

Smock Exercise clothes

The children change into these clothes when

they are at the Hoikuen.

They wear the smock (left) or exercise clothes

(right) for the day.

Hoikuen

Toddler
0 2 years

Choose clothes that are easy to put on and take off.

Choose clothes that are easy for the children to move in.

At the Hoikuen, let them gradually get used to wearing

thin clothing under teachers’ observation.

Pre
schooler
3 5years

smock uniform

The children wear smock or uniform.
There are some Hoikuen which do not
have uniforms.

smock own clothes

There are some Hoikuen where the children
wear smocks or their own clothes.

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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Important Matters
Cleaning Up
It is very common for the children to dirty their clothes when they play outside with soil or when
they use crayon during drawing activities. As there are lots of laundries to do every day, as far as
possible please put on clean clothing. Personal hygiene is important even to adults, thus this habit
should start when one is young.

Writing one’s name
Please write the child’s name on clothes that the child wears to the Youchien or Hoikuen. This is
because when the child forgets where he/she has left them, they can be returned easily.

Frequently Asked Questions

The children put on thin clothing even during winter. Why?
This is to strengthen their bodies. Besides, a child’s body temperature is higher than that of an
adult, and they perspire easily when they run around. Thus it is better to wear thin clothing.

The children do not wear socks while in the Youchien / Hoikuen. Why?
The children can slip and fall easily when they walk or run in the classrooms or corridors if
they wear socks. It hurts a lot when they fall. To prevent them hurting themselves, they do
not wear socks.

What if the child would like to wear earrings or accessories…?
Accessories are not worn in Japan. When the children are playing, they can get hurt easily if
they wear earrings or accessories. For example, when the playing gets rough, the sharp part
of the earrings might hurt their friends, or their friends might pull at their necklaces.
Moreover, things might drop into the toddlers’ mouths. It is dangerous to swallow the
earrings or necklace. Thus accessories are not allowed to prevent injuries in both your child
and their friends.
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Items required at Youchien and Hoikuen

You might think, “There are so many required items.” However, do not worry. If you have these things at
home, it is fine not to buy new ones. Please use those you have at home. However, what should you do
when you don’t have these things at home? If these things can be made easily, it is fine to have them
handmade. It is also fine to use second hand items that your friends no longer use. For those things that
cannot be obtained otherwise, you can buy them from shops.

Write down the child’s name on all his/her items.

Write his/her name in visible big writings.

For things passed over by your friends, you can erase the previous owner’s name and
then write your child’s name on top.

If you borrow pants and clothes from Youchien / Hoikuen?
They are not given away. They must be returned.

Very Important

 

Very Important

 

Clothes… To be washed at home and returned to the teacher within two to three days.

Pants… To buy new pairs of pants and hand over to the Youchien / Hoikuen teachers
within two to three days.
To be washed at home and returned to the teacher within two to three days.

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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What are needed at Youchien and Hoikuen?

Clothing
Let the child wear clothes that can be dirtied and that allows the child to move easily in. It is also
important to choose clothes that the child can put on and take off himself/herself.

What to wear under the clothes (underwear)

Pants

Those that come with rubber
bands around the legs are
good.

Underwear (chemise)

Children perspire a lot.
Choose those that absorb
perspiration well.

Socks

Write the child’s name on
both right and left socks.

Clothes

Shirt (T Shirt) Shorts (for wear during play
time) smock

Shoes worn indoor Indoor shoes

Slip ons

There are Youchien and Hoikuen that wear sandals during
summer. Choose sandals that come with thongs and non slip
soles. They are to be brought home regularly to be washed.

Bag for slip ons

sandals
 

Slip ons
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Things to bring

School bag Communication book/
Attendance note

Communication clip

For clipping together
important distributions such
as letters and collection
envelopes from the Youchien
and Hoikuen. Check out the
notices.

Toothbrushing cup bag

Choose one that would not
break or crack when the child
drops it. Put the
toothbrushing cup inside the
bag.

Toothbrush Toothbrush
bag

Choose children toothbrush
with a size of small head.

Hand Towel

The towel is hung on a
hanger. Choose one with a
loop (for hanging).

Handkerchief Tissue paper (a size that
can fit into a pocket)

Colored caps

The colors and shapes are
determined by the Youchien,
Hoikuen, age group and
class.

Shoes

Choose shoes that enable
easy movement. Also select
those that the child and put
on and wear off himself
/herself.

Name tags

The colors and shapes are
determined by the Youchien,
Hoikuen, and class.

Club emblem
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Water bottle (suitou)

Choose one that comes with
a cup and can keep the drink
cold. One that comes with
straw is not hygienic. Put
either tea or water into the
bottle.

Bag Supplementary bag

This is for putting the things
distributed by the Youchien
and Hoikuen to bring home.

Apron Hand towel Chopsticks, spoon and fork

Airtight container

Prepare a large airtight
container. This is to put
apron, etc. after use.

Diapers

Paper Paper
diaper pants

Baby wipes Training pants

The child can change from
diapers to cloth pants during
toilet training period. These
are thick pants with several
layers of cloth.

Changing mat bath towel

For laying on the floor when
changing diapers.

Hand plastic carrier

For putting used diapers.

Changing bag

For putting soiled underwear
and clothes. Preferably big
bag.
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Futon (blanket) Mattress Bath towel cotton blanket

For covering the stomach
during summer day nap time.

Baby blanket Pyjamas

Swimwear

Girl Boy

Swimming cap

Select one with breathable
material and comes with
lined mesh.

Pool towel

Select a size that the child
can fold by himself/herself
(face towel).

Pool bag

For putting the wet swim
wear and towel after playing
at the pool. Prepare bags
made of vinyl which is
waterproof.

Picnic mat (leisure sheet)

To bring along during
excursions (ensoku).

Back pack

For putting things during
excursions (ensoku).

Wet towel

For use during meals on
excursions (ensoku). For
wiping hands.
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Table wipe Hand plastic carriers

Select those that come with
handles. For putting soiled
clothes.

Cooking apron

Bandana Umbrella rain boots

(For those who need these.)

Raincoat

(For those who need these.)

Jumper jacket

For outdoor play during
winter.
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Sending off Fetching

Sending your child to the Youchien / Hoikuen

How is the physical condition of the child?

Please observe your child’s physical condition. Has it been different from usual? When the child is
not well and feels lethargic, please take a day off from the Youchien and Hoikuen.

Inform the Youchien / Hoikuen.
Convey the child’s condition to the
teacher.

Let’s go to the Youchien / Hoikuen at
the designated time!

When should I send the child?

Time for sending the child

 Be punctual
The child should not be earlier than in the morning.
The Youchien/ Hoikuen is still closed or the teachers are preparing for the day.
If you have plan to send the child early, please consult the teacher beforehand. If the child
has to be sent early, you may need to pay additional fees.

 Please call when you are late to send the child.
You must call the Youchien / Hoikuen if you cannot send your child by
in the morning.

Please convey the message, “I will be late today.”
If you are not arrived at the decided time, the teacher will be worried and wonder if there is
any problem or if there is any accident on the way.

Ate breakfast heartily.
The faeces are solid.
No fever.
He/she is fine today!

 

The child has a fever…
Liquid faeces… (diarrhoea)
Throwing out food…(vomiting)
Non stop cough…
Get rushes on the body…
Stomach ache…

 

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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Who should do the sending?

The guardians should do the sending.
If someone else is sending the child, please inform the teacher beforehand.

Which part of the Youchien / Hoikuen should the child be sent to?

Please enter the Youchien / Hoikuen with the child. Make sure that the child is handed over to
the teacher. Do not leave the child unattended till the child is handed over to the teacher.

Fetching the child from the Youchien / Hoikuen

When should the guardian do the fetching?

Time for fetching the child

If you are getting the child earlier than in the afternoon.
inform the teacher beforehand.
If you are fetching the child in the evening, please consult the teacher beforehand. If the child
can only be fetched in the evening, you may need to pay additional fees.

When you are not there to fetch the child by in the afternoon (when you
are late).
When you are late in fetching the child, please call the Youchien and Hoikuen promptly.

Who should do the fetching?

The guardians should do the fetching.
When the guardian is not able to fetch the child, inform the teacher beforehand.
When there is no phone call and the person fetching the child is not the guardian, the child may
not be handed over. (The teachers’ priority is for the child to return to his/her home safely. They
will not hand the child over to strangers.)

When fetching the child…

When you are fetching the child, you have to let the teacher know that you are going home with
the child. The teacher will be worried if the child is gone without a word from the guardian.
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Contacting Youchien and Hoikuen

The parents must make the call.

Absence

To be absent from Youchien / Hoikuen, call up
the centre by ( : ) that morning.
Please call the center regardless of the reasons.
(Note) In Japan, Youchien / Hoikuen are not

closed even on rainy or snowy days. There
is no need to stay at home due to bad
weather conditions. However, if there is a
need to stay home, please contact the
Youchien / Hoikuen.( When a storm
warning (bouhuu keihou) is issued, the
centers may be closed.)

Please refer to the page on [When the
Youchien and Hoikuen are closed](p.34).

When you are late

Please call the center by ( : ) in the
morning when you are late. Let the Youchien /
Hoikuen know that you will be late and your
arrival time.

When the child does not turn up at the
decided time at the Youchien and
Hoikuen, the teachers get worried and
wonder if the child is sick or injured, or
has met with an accident on the way.
The teacher will not be worried if they
get a phone call saying that the child
wants a day off.
You can convey the message in simple
Japanese. Please make sure that you
contact the centers.

The teachers get worried and wonder if
something bad has happened when the child
does not turn up at the decided time. The
teacher will not be worried if they get a
phone call and they will wait for the child.

 

(Phone number)

 

Why must I call
when the child is absent?

Hello. Child’s class child’s name My child is absent today.

Hello. Child’s class child’s name

I will be late today. My child is coming at time .

 

Why must I call
when the child is going to be late? 
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When the child is sick

In the morning, if you observe something not
right regarding the child’s expression and
condition, please contact the Youchien /
Hoikuen. You must contact the centers
especially in the following cases.

having a temperature higher than usual
diarrhoea (liquid faeces)
vomitting (throwing out food)
coughing

Taking a day off on the day of event
When the child needs to be absent from
Youchien / Hoikuen on the day of excursions
(ensoku), sports days (undoukai), Concert days
(seikatsu happyoukai), etc. please inform the
teacher beforehand.
(Note) Some of these events take place on

Saturdays and Sundays. Even on such
days, if the child needs to be absent,
please make sure to contact the
centers.

If the child is not feeling well and
he/she is sent to the Youchien / Hoikuen,
the child will be having a hard time.
Besides, the condition may worsen.
Please call the centers and consult
whether there is a need to take the child
to the hospital, please call the centers.
(To prevent infections, it may be
necessary to stay away from the
centers.)

This is so that everyone from the child’s
family can take part. Parents and
grandparents who work on weekdays
(Mondays to Fridays) can participate
together. Even when the events are on
Saturdays and Sundays, you need to call
the centers when the child is absent.

Hello. child’s class child’s name My child is not feeling well.

 

Hello. child’s class child’s name My child will be absent today.

Why are there events
on Saturdays and Sundays?

Why must I call
when the child is not feeling well?
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Emergency Contact

The Youchien and Hoikuen will contact the guardians when the child is sick, or when disasters such as earthquakes
happen. The guardians have to fetch their child as soon as possible from the Youchien and Hoikuen even during the day.
When there is an earthquake, or an issuance of storm warning (bouhu keihou) or snow storm warning (bouhuusetsu

keihou), the guardians have to fetch their child safely as soon as possible even when there is no contact from the Youchien
/ Hoikuen.
If the guardians are not able to come personally, someone else can be assigned to do so. In such cases, please call the

Hoikuen and Youchien to let them know who the assigned person is.

Injury
(kega)

Serious injury

The teachers from the Youchien / Hoikuen will send the child to the hospital
immediately. When required, the teachers will call for an ambulance.
The guardians have to listen to the instructions of the teachers from the
Youchien / Hoikuen.

Minor injury
The child will be treated using simple procedures at the Youchien / Hoikuen. The
guardians will be informed on the child’s condition when necessary. The
guardians/parents will then decide if they want to send the child to the hospital.

Sickness
(byouki)

Serious
sickness

The teachers from the Youchien / Hoikuen will send the child to the hospital
immediately. When required, the teachers will call for an ambulance. The
guardians have to listen to the instructions of the teachers from the Youchien /
Hoikuen.

Infection
The guardians have to get their child from the Youchien / Hoikuen and take
him/her to the hospital. When the child recovers from an infection,
he/she needs to have a “Return to school approval certificate (touen kyoka
shoumeisho)”.

Feeling unwell
fever,

diarrhea,
vomitting, etc.

Earthquake
(jishin)

Tokai
earthquake
advisory Occurred/issued before setting off to center

…please do not go to the Youchien / Hoikuen.
Occurred/issued on the way to center
…either go back to your house or go to the evacuation centers.
Occurred/issued while the chid is at the Youchien / Hoikuen
…please fetch your child from the Youchien / Hoikuen.

Warning
declaration
Prediction
information
Earthquake of
intensity 5

lower or more

Warning
(keihou)

Storm warning
Issued before setting off to center
…please do not go to the Youchien / Hoikuen.
Issued on the way to center … go back to your house
Issued while the child is at the Youchien / Hoikuen
…please fetch your child from the Youchien / Hoikuen.

Snow storm
warning

Other warnings

The Youchien and Hoikuen are not closed when there are heavy rain and flood
warnings, high tide warnings, and storm surge warnings.
(Note) Please do not send your child to the Youchien / Hoikuen if you deem the
situation to be too dangerous.

[Referral page] Earthquake Please go to the page on Disaster prevention (p.54).
Warnings Please go to the page on When the Youchien and Hoikuen have to be closed (p.34).

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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When Youchien and Hoikuen have to be closed

Thunderstorm warning (bouhuu keihou)

What is a thunderstorm warning (bouhuu keihou) ?

The thunderstorm warning is issued when there are very strong winds which may cause serious
damages. Caution must be exercised during such occurrences. Whenever there is a storm warning, it is
preferable to stay inside a building.

When is such warning issued?
When a typhoon is approaching Japan.
When a typhoon has arrived in Japan.
When there are very strong winds.

How do we know of such warnings?

There are several ways to confirm if a storm warning has been issued.
from television from radio from internet

In particular, when typhoon is around Japan, please check diligently for storm warnings.

What should be done during such occurrence?

“Storm warning (bouhuu keihou)” is
issued in the morning when it is time
to go to the Youchien / Hoikuen…

It is dangerous to go outside. Do not go to the
Youchien / Hoikuen. (It is not possible to
place your child at the Youchien / Hoikuen.)

“Storm warning (bouhuu keihou)” is
issued after the child has gone to the
Youchien / Hoikuen…

The childcare services are stopped for the day.
Please fetch your child from the Youchien /
Hoikuen.

Warnings and advisory

The Youchien and Hoikuen will stop their childcare services when the storm and snow storm warnings
are issued. When heavy rain (ooame chuuihou) and flooding warnings are issued, it is still possible to
go to the Youchien and Hoikuen. When heavy rain and high tide advisories (takashio chuuihou) are
issued, it is still possible to go to the Youchien and Hoikuen. However, when it becomes too dangerous
to go out, please stay at home.

 

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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Snow storm warning (bouhuusetsu keihou)

What is a snow storm warning (bouhuusetsu keihou)?

The snow storm warning (bouhuusetsu keihou) is issued on snowy days when there are very strong
winds which may cause serious damages. Caution must be exercised during such occurrences.

When is such warning issued?
It is issued when the winds are very strong on snowy days.

How do we know of such warnings?

Please confirm the issuance of snow storm warning. There are
several ways to confirm if a snow storm warning has been issued.

from television from radio from internet

What should be done during such occurrence?

Snow storm warning is issued in the
morning when it is time to go to the
Youchien / Hoikuen…

It is dangerous to go outside. Do not go to the
Youchien / Hoikuen. (It is not possible to
place your child at the Youchien and Hoikuen.)

Snow storm warning is issued after the
child has gone to the Youchien /
Hoikuen…

The childcare services are stopped for the day.
Please fetch your child from the Youchien /
Hoikuen.

Warnings (keihou) and Advisories (chuuihou)

The Youchien and Hoikuen will stop their childcare services when the storm warning (bouhuu
keihou) and snow storm warning (bouhuusetsu keihou) are issued. When heavy rain advisory (ooame
chuuihou) and flooding advisory (takashio chuuihou) are issued, it is still possible to go to the
Youchien and Hoikuen. However, when it becomes too dangerous to go out, please stay at home.

[Reference]
The warnings (keihou) and advisories (chuuihou) are issued in English.

(Note) They are not issued in other languages.

Weather Bureau HP English edition (http://www.jma.go.jp/jma/indexe.html) 
Weather/Earthquake Weather Warnings/Advisories 
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Entrance Ceremony (nyuuen shiki)

What is an entrance ceremony?

The entrance ceremony is a ceremony for children who are entering the Hoikuen and Youchien for
the first time and their parents. This is held on the first day of the Hoikuen and Youchien. In some
centers, children who are current pupils and their parents may also attend the ceremony.

Who can participate?

(1) Children new pupils (current pupils)
(2) Guardians In Japan, the mother and/or the father attend the entrance ceremony with their child

(mostly mothers). In recent years, it has become more common to have both parents
attending.

When is it held?

The entrance ceremony is held in places like the center’s ground or the hall of the Youchien and
Hoikuen. It is most common to have the children lined up facing front in their respective classes, while
the guardians wait behind their children.

What do they do?

(1) Go to the reception before entering the ceremony venue.
(2) Seating in the entrance ceremony is designated. The place for guardians are at the second half of

the venue. There are children who cry because they do not want to be separated from their
parents. It is alright not to separate from your child if your child cries. Please follow the teachers’
instructions. They may say, “It is ok to be together”.

(3) Start of the entrance ceremony. At the beginning the principal will give a speech.
(4) Introduction of classes and teachers

The children’s classes and their homeroom teachers are announced.

 

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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(5) The children go with their own class teachers.
(6) Explanation of life in the Youchien / Hoikuen

The guardians remaining at the venue listen to the teacher’s speech on life in Youchien / Hoikuen
(one day in the center), things to bring, events, rules, and requests. As these are important matters,
please listen attentively. Check with the teacher if there is anything you don’t understand.

(7) Go to children’s classes
When the teacher’s speech is finished, guardians will go to their children’s classes. Check where
your child’s desk and locker are located. Go home once you have listened to the homeroom
teacher’s talk.

What is the attire and what things to bring?

(1) Child’s attire
Attire decided by the Youchien and Hoikuen (smock or uniform). There is no necessity to wear
dresses, etc.

(2) Guardians’ attire
Most of the new students’ guardians wear suits or formal dresses, but it is not compulsory to wear
such attire to attend the ceremony. It is fine to wear other attire but casual attire such as jeans and
T shirts are not acceptable.

(3) Things to bring along for the child
slip ons
Things listed on the entrance ceremony notification letter

(4) Things to bring along for the guardians
Things listed on the entrance ceremony notification letter (slippers, plastic bag for putting shoes,
pens and notebook, etc.)

Be early!

The entrance ceremony starts promptly at the decided time. It is recommended to be at the Youchien
/ Hoikuen 15 minutes before the start of the ceremony. If you do not give yourself enough time and
the child has to be separated from you suddenly, the child may become agitated.
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Talking to the Teacher

At Youchien and Hoikuen, there is a day when the teacher gets to meet the parents to talk and exchange
information about the child, the family, the child’s life at the Youchien / Hoikuen. Nevertheless, please talk
to the teacher at other times when you need to.

Home visit (kateihoumon)

The teacher conducts home visits to each family’s home to talk to the guardians. The guardians must
be at home during the time when the teacher comes visiting. Suitable time is arranged for both parties
beforehand.
The teacher has to follow a schedule for the day when he/she has several visits. As such, the amount
of time allocated for each family is fixed. It is not possible to extend the time. Summarise the content
of the things you want to talk to the teacher about in advance.
The teacher does not only talk to the guardians but also observe the child in his/her own home
environment, as well as confirming the location of the house. The talk can be conducted either inside
the house or at the entrance of the house.
It is not necessary to take out presents, drinks, snacks, food, etc.
The home visits may also conducted for those with long absenteeism.

Individual meeting (kobetsu kondankai) / Class meeting (kurasu kondankai)

This is when the guardians get to talk to the teacher at the Youchien / Hoikuen. Topics discussed
include things the guardians want to find out about the child and life at the Youchien / Hoikuen. This is
an important time when information can be found out directly.
During and individual meeting, the teacher has an one to one meeting with the guardian. The amount
of time is fixed. Suitable time is arranged for both parties beforehand. Please do not be late. When
your time is over, it is the next person’s turn. If you are not able to go due to work, you have to inform
the Youchien / Hoikuen.
In a class meeting, the guardians of children of the class gather together to talk to the teacher. This is

a good opportunity to talk to other guardians in the same class. Please participate earnestly.

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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Open Day (sankanbi)(Youchien) / Childcare Visit (hoiku sankan)(Hoikuen) /
Childcare Participation (hoiku sanka)

In order to allow the guardians to observe their children’s life at the Youchien and Hoikuen, there are
open days and childcare participation days.
The guardians get to see the activities their children have at the Youchien / Hoikuen during the
childcare participation.
For childcare participation, the guardian is also the child’s caretaker, and together with the child, the
guardian gets to take part in the activities while taking care of the child.
The guardian can then observe how the child interacts with other children, and how the child behaves
in a group.
There will be prior notices. Please confirm date, time and details. If you want to take part, please
come punctually at the confirmed date and time of the participation.
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Excursions (ensoku)

What is an excursion?

This is a good opportunity to learn how to behave outside center while participating in group
activities.

(Hiking, toho ensoku) Taking a walk with everyone for some distance.
(Bus trip, basu ensoku) Taking a bus to somewhere farther away.
(Parents and child excursion, oyako ensoku) The guardians participate
together.

Who can participate?

(1) Children
All the children will take part in the excursions. On that day, except for those who are absent due
to sickness, everyone else will go to the excursion. If your child is absent, you must inform the
Youchien / Hoikuen.

(2) Guardians
The guardians can join in only for the Parents and child excursion (oyako ensoku). You need to
apply for it from the Youchien / Hoikuen beforehand. Check your schedule and please confirm your
attendance prior to the day. When the guardians cannot take part, please talk to the Youchien /
Hoikuen.

What do you do there?

When going to the park or square, everyone will play games that allow them to exercise as much as
possible.
Everyone will have their lunch on their lunchboxes together.
On a bus trip (basu ensoku), they may go to places where there are admission charges.

What do you bring there?

(1) Attire
Attire for exercising (gym clothes, short sleeved T shirt, shorts)
Sports shoes (not new sports shoes but those that are usually worn)
Colored caps

(2)Things to bring along for the child
lunchbox (obentou) Please go to the page on [lunchbox (obentou) water bottle
(suitou)](p.112)

 

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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Water bottle (suitou) Please go to the page on [lunchbox (obentou) water bottle
(suitou)](p.112)
Picnic mat (shikimono)
Please prepare a size big enough for one child to sit down during lunch time.

Towel
Hand towel (otehuki)

For use when having lunch.
Have it in a state when it fits the size of the hand and is damp enough for wiping hands.
Roll up the towel and bring it along in either a case or a plastic bag.

Handkerchief and tissue paper
Backpack

Put all the things into the backpack and carry it on the back to walk a long distance.
Prepare one that suits the child’s size.

Gathering time

You must adhere to the gathering time. The group cannot depart even if one person is late. If you are
late for the departure time, you may not be able to participate. If you are going to be late, you must
inform the Youchien / Hoikuen before the gathering time.

Rainy days

The excursions may be cancelled on rainy days. When the excursion is cancelled, go to the Youchien /
Hoikuen just like normal days. However, you need to prepare a lunchbox. When the excursion is
cancelled, the Youchien / Hoikuen may also close for the day.
Confirm with the teacher what should be done if it rains before the excursion day.

Miscellaneous

Children must carry their own things and do the walking even if it is long distance. This helps children
to strengthen their body. Inform the teacher if the child is not feeling well the day before.
On bus trips, if the child gets car sick easily, let him/her have the car sick medicine beforehand.
The Youchien / Hoikuen may prepare snacks. Do not bring along things not listed in the list.
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Pool

What do you mean by pool?
Pool in Youchien and Hoikuen does not mean swimming.
It is playing with water in shallow pools to let them get used
to being in water.

When is the pool season?

The pool season is from end of June till end of August.
To enable pool activities to be carried out anytime, please prepare items listed on to bring along.

What do you bring along to the pool?

If you do not have the following items, you may not enter the pool. If you do not understand any part,
check with the teacher and prepare in advance.

Note Do not bring along toys such as swim tube or beach balls.

Check Items to bring along

swimwear Girls should wear
one piece
swimwear.

Boys wear
swimming
trunks.(The
upper body is
naked.)

Note Pants (underwear) is not allowed.
Write down your name on a visible part.

swimming cap Caps made of mesh material for pool use. For those with long
hair, tie up your hair.
Write down your name on a visible part.

towel (to wipe
the wet body)

Write down your name on a visible part.

pool bag For putting in swimwear and towel. After the pool session, the
swimwear and towel will get wet.
Prepare a bag that is suitable for
putting in wet items.
(Example: vinyl bags, etc.)
Write down your name on a visible part.

Pool starts from mth day .

 

 

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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To enter the pool
On the day of pool, you must take the child’s body temperature and judge that it is fine to enter the

pool. If the child is well in the morning but he/she has fever the day before, or he/she just recover from
a sickness, or the child is not feeling well, do not force the child to enter the pool. In addition, the
teacher may not think the child is fine even though the guardians think so and thus the child cannot go
in. Confirm the following steps and consult the teacher when you take the child to the center in the
morning.

At home
In the morning take the child’s temperature. Based on the physical condition
the day before, the guardian should judge if the child can go into the pool.
If there is a pool card, record it down on the pool card.

At the Youchien and Hoikuen
At the Youchien / Hoikuen, inform the teacher about the child’s temperature that morning and
whether the child can enter the pool. If you have a pool card, hand the recordings to the teacher.
There are Youchien / Hoikuen which requires the seal or signature of the guardians. Check with the
teacher on the type of procedures required.
The child cannot enter the pool if he/she forgets some of the items even when he/she is not
feeling unwell, or when he/she forgets to take the body temperature, or when he/she forgets the
pool card. Please check beforehand.

[No pool during the following situations]

When the child is injured
(The child cannot enter the pool when he/she has a medicated plaster on.)
When the child is running a fever
(Please make judgement on your child even when he/she does not have a fever in the morning but
has a fever the day before.)
Have not had pinworm inspection or when the result of the inspection is positive but has
not received treatment Please refer to the page on [Pinworm Inspection](p.86)

Diarrhoea
Water warts
Impetigo
Conjunctivitis
Lice
Ear infection/tympanitis

As this is a group activity, there is risk of infections. You must follow the doctor’s instructions.
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Disaster Prevention and Evacuation Drills

Disaster prevention and evacuation drills

The Youchien and Hoikuen usually carry out disaster prevention education in order to be ready for
unpredictable disasters. This is not only to prepare for the Tokai earthquake which may occur in the
near future, but also for fire and prowlers.
However, disasters do not occur only when the child is at the Youchien / Hoikuen. At home, every
family member should also know how to handle when disasters strike. In addition, prepare a survival
kit with food supply and daily products.

How to handle a disaster Earthquake

(1) Types of information regarding Tokai Earthquake
The residents are informed on “Information regarding Tokai Earthquake” via the weather bureau
website as well as television, radio, and local governments’ disaster prevention wireless, etc.
However, there is no absolute certainty of prediction. There is a possibility of an earthquake
occurring without any information.

Tokai Earthquake Prediction Information (Color Level Red)
Once a Tokai earthquake occurrence has been identified, a “warning declaration” will be issued
to affected areas.
All Youchien and Hoikuen are closed when the Tokai Earthquake Prediction Information is issued.
All children at the Youchien and Hoikuen are to be fetched home once this happens.
On top of this, the residents are evacuated and traffic regulations are implemented, and shops

are closed.

Tokai Earthquake Warning Information (Color Level Yellow)
This is issued when there is premonitory phenomenon on the Tokai Earthquake and an

earthquake is highly possible.
All Youchien and Hoikuen are closed when the Tokai Earthquake Warning Information is issued.
All children at the Youchien and Hoikuen are to be fetched home once this happens.

(2) Handing over
Discuss and decide who is fetching the child when an earthquake occurs beforehand.
When fetching the child, hand the ‘handing over card’ to the teacher to prove that the child has
been handed over.
There are handing over drills. The guardians can participate so that they know the flow of the
handing over.

 

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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Sports Day (undoukai)

What is Sports Day (undoukai)?

A sports day is a day when the children run and dance, and have fun. As sports day is approaching,
the children practice running and dancing with the teachers. The children are looking forward to the
sports day as their family members are going to be there. Do come to the sports day by all means.

Who can participate?

(1) The child
All the children participate in the sports day.

(2) Family members and relatives
In Japan, many families (relatives) go to the sports day. The family members enjoy looking at the
children having fun. In addition, there are also game competitions in which both the children and
their families take part together. Relatives such as grandfathers, grandmothers may also go to the
sports day. Both families and relatives are to be seated at the “Seats for Guardians”.

Where is it held?
It is mostly held at the ground of the Youchien and Hoikuen, or sports stadiums nearby.

What is the program?

(1) Opening ceremony
Firstly, there is the “opening ceremony”. During the opening ceremony, the principal greets all
who are present. He/she will also talk about various matters to take note of for the sports day.

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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(2) Game competition dance
Next, it is time for game competitions and dancing. The children take part in game and dance
items that are decided for them.
Please find out which game or dance item your child is taking part in. (Please take a look at the
“Sports Day Program” that are given out beforehand.) Please look at and recognize the children’s
effort in these items.

(3) Closing ceremony
Lastly, there is the “closing ceremony”. At the closing ceremony, the principal gives another
speech. He/she may praise those children who have put in a lot of effort for the sports day.

What is the attire? What should be brought along?

(1) Children’s attire
Attire suitable for sports (gym clothes or short sleeved,T shirts and shorts)
Sport shoes (not new sports shoes but those that are usually worn)
Colored caps

(2) Things to bring for the children
Water bottle (suitou) Please go to the page on [lunchbox water bottle](p.112)

(Note) Put tea or water into the water bottle.
Lunchbox (obentou) Please go to the page on [lunchbox water bottle] (p.112)

(3) Guardians’ attire
Some guardians may take part in the game competitions. Wear clothes that are easy to move in.
Bring along your sports shoes.

Such are the game competitions the children take part in (Example)

Big Ball Rolling (oodama korogashi) … Roll the big ball towards the goal post.
Ball throwing (tamaire)…………………… Throw small balls into baskets. The team with the greatest

number of balls in the basket wins.
Dance … …………………………………………… Lively dance in fun music.
Foot race (kakekko) ………………………….. Run towards the goal.
Parents child competition ………………. The guardians and their children join in the fun game together.

For example, the parents run while piggybacking their
children.
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Go early!

The sports day will start promptly at the decided time. Go to the venue at least 30 to 15 minutes
before start time.

Miscellaneous

During the sports day events, the children exercise together with their teachers and friends. Please
do not take children to the guardians’ seats or take them home before the event is over.
For rainy day program, check with the teachers from the Youchien / Hoikuen beforehand.
The children are tired from the sports day practices and the day itself. Put your child to bed early.
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Concert/Performance Day (seikatsu happyoukai)

What is a concert/performance day (seikatsu happyoukai)?

The children perform in drama or song singing in front of everyone. This performance is not
individual, but as a class or group.
In order to showcase to their parents, the children have numerous practices at the Youchien and
Hoikuen.
This event is enjoyable for both children and their parents.

Who can participate?

All the children participate in the performance.
The guardians come to see the performance. Grandfathers, grandmothers and siblings can also come.

What to bring along?

There is a need to prepare the costumes beforehand. You may be required to bring along home
clothes. The centers will inform you in advance. For details check with the teachers.

Assembly time and venue

Keep strictly to the assembly time. With different Youchien and Hoikuen, the space allocated for
guardians is limited, so the assembly time for each age group may be different.
In addition, the Youchien and Hoikuen may borrow more spacious venue elsewhere. Make sure you
check where the performance venue is.

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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Miscellaneous

Camera or video recording may not be permitted. In order not to disturb others either there is a
designated space for picture taking or there may be a total ban of picture taking and recording.
At the end of your own child’s performance, you cannot take your child home at your own
convenience. The guardians also cannot leave before the end of the performance. On the day of
the performance, check on how should the dismissal procedure be.
On that day, the child may have to wear the costumes under his/her uniform or smock, You must
check with the teacher till the day before.
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Graduation Ceremony (sotsuen shiki) /
Completion Ceremony (shuuryou shiki)

What is a graduation ceremony?

The graduation ceremony is an event celebrating the completion of the children’s stay at the Youchien
/ Hoikuen. It is also a ceremony in which they bid goodbye to their Youchien / Hoikuen teachers who
have taken good care of them.
This graduation ceremony is not a religious event.

When is it held?

The graduation ceremony is held in around March.
(The academic year for Japanese Youchien and Hoikuen begins April and ends on March.)
(Note) The graduation ceremony may be held on Saturday.

Who can participate?

The child
All the children take part in this ceremony. Even when this is held on Saturday everyone takes
part in it.
The guardians
In Japan, almost every guardian attends the graduation ceremony.
Relatives such as grandparents
As for family members who can attend the graduation ceremony, those other than the parents
(grandfathers, grandmothers, uncles, aunts, etc.) may not be allowed to attend. There may not be
enough seats for everyone when too many turn out for the ceremony. Please check with the
teachers at the Youchien / Hoikuen.

What do you do there?

Greeting speech by the principal
The principal gives a congratulating speech specially dedicated to the children who are graduating.

 

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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Presentation of the graduation certificate
The teachers present the graduation certificates to the graduating children.
Song sung by the graduating children
The graduating children sing a song together.
Parting words from the graduating children
The graduating children give parting messages to the teachers and the non graduating children.
Photograph taking
The graduating children take photographs with the teachers and their parents together.

What to bring along? What to wear?

(1) Attire
The child
Most wear the uniforms from the Youchien / Hoikuen, or formal clothingw which is slightly
more proper attired. For more details check with the teachers.

Guardians
Dress in clothes in solemn colors and designs. For example, the

ladies are recommended to wear either black or dark blue. As for
the design, it is recommended to wear jackets and skirts, or a dress.
For the men, black suits are fine.
Both ladies and men are not to wear jeans, T shirts, sweat shirts, etc.

(2) What to bring for the guardians
Slippers
Video camera and camera
(Note) Sometimes photograph taking is not allowed. Check with the teachers.

Miscellaneous

(1) Be early
There starting time and program are fixed for the graduation ceremony. Arrive at the Youchien /
Hoikuen around 15 minutes before the start of the ceremony.

(2) The atmosphere of the ceremony
The graduation ceremony is a joyful event to celebrate the
progress of the child. It is also a quiet ceremony that signals
the new beginning towards elementary schools. It is not noisy
or lively as if in a party.
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(3) Graduation certificate
This is a memento that commemorates the end of the children’s life at the Youchien and Hoikuen.
Take this home with you.
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Seasonal Events

Since ancient times, the Japanese have always enjoyed the changes in seasons, and thus they place great
emphasis in seasonal events. These seasonal events are also celebrated in the Youchien and Hoikuen. This
is a fun way of getting to know the Japanese culture through such events.
There is no religious connotation in the events celebrated at the Youchien and Hoikuen. Each event is
regarded individually. Nevertheless, you may still not be able to participate due to religious reasons, and
in such cases talk to the teachers.

Birthday Party
(every month) 
What is a birthday party?
This is held every month. All children whose birthdays

fall in that month celebrate together. Everyone plays
games. The teachers may show performance.

Children’s Day
(kodomo no hi) (May 5)
What is Children’s Day?
This is a day which celebrates the growth of the boys.
In Japan, households with boys in the family decorate their
places with dolls in helmets and armors from April to
Symbolize the growth of the children.

What the children do at the Youchien and Hoikuen?
Rice cakes wrapped in bamboo leaves (chimaki) and rice cakes wrapped

in an oak leaf (kashiwamochi) are eaten.
The chimaki and kashiwamochi are both cakes wrapped in leaves.
Children make carps and helmets with colored paper (origami).
Although this is a boys’ day, girls also participate.

April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

Children’s Day

(kodomo no hi)

Star Festival

(tanabata matsuri)

Christmas Bean

Scattering

(mamemaki)

Summer Festival

(natsu matsuri)

Rice cake making

(mochi tsuki)

Doll Festival

(hina matsuri)

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.

Carp streamer
(koinobori)

rice cakes wrapped in an oak
leaf (kashiwamochi)

Origami
Helmet
(kabuto)
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Star Festival
(tanabata matsuri) (July 7)
What is the Star Festival?
It is when one wishes upon a star. Legend has it that Vega, who is on the other
end of the Milky Way, and Altair can meet only once a year on the night of July 7.
The Star Festival is when one writes his/her wishes on a strip of paper (tanzaku)
(or a card) and tie it to the bamboo leaves.
What the children do at the Youchien / Hoikuen?
The children write their wishes in short phrases such as “I want to become a ”,

“I want a ” and tie the strips (tanzaku) on the bamboo leaves in the Youchien
/ Hoikuen. Decorations are made using colored papers and songs about the Star
Festivals are sung.

Summer Festival
(Around July to August)
What is the Summer Festival?
In order to pass the hot summer in a fun manner, festivals are carried

out in the evenings.
What do children do at Youchien and Hoikuen?
They enjoy the Bon Festival Dance (bon odori), play games, etc. Some
children may wear Japanese summer Kimono (yukata) in some Youchien
and Hoikuen .

Christmas party
(December)
What is Christmas?
Christmas in Japan does not encompass any religious connotation. It is considered merely as an
event during winter.
What the children do at Youchien and Hoikuen?
They sing songs and dance. Some Youchien and Hoikuen have Santa Claus or perform skits.

Sticky rice cake making
(mochitsuki) (Around December to January)
What is sticky rice cake (mochi) making?
The Japanese eat sticky rice cakes during the New Year.

They use tools like beetle (kine) and mortars (usu) to make
sticky rice cakes
What the children do at Youchien / Hoikuen?
The children experience how to make rice cakes. When the
sticky rice cakes are made, everyone will partake, and eat them
together.

 
 
 
 

 

Sasakazari

Beetle (kine)

Mortar
(usu)
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Bean Scattering (mamemaki) (February 3)

What is Bean Scattering (mamemaki)?
It is an event performed on Setsubun the close of winter . Setsubun is a seasonal turning point. In
Japan February 4 is considered the beginning of spring. Setsubun is the day before day. In order to
exterminate the demon which brings illness, beans are thrown and wish for good health.

What the children do at Youchien / Hoikuen?
The teachers wear demon masks. The children throw beans at
the teachers while saying “Oni wa soto! Fuku wa uchi! (Out with the
demon! In with the good luck!)” After that, the children eat the same
number of beans as their own age. They may also enjoy making the
demon mask.

Doll Festival (hinamatsuri) (March 3)

What is Doll Festival?
This festival celebrates the healthy growth of girls. In Japan, in

families where there are girls, they place hina dolls at their homes
from February.
What the children do at Youchien / Hoikuen?
They make hina dolls with colored paper and sing the doll
festival songs. A snack called hina arare sweetened rice
crackers is eaten.
Although this is a girls’ festival, boys also take part.

Miscellaneous

Depending on the Youchien and Hoikuen, other events are celebrated. For Youchien and Hoikuen with
crop fields, they may enjoy sweet potato digging during autumn. Check with the teachers if you are not
sure about the events or not know what to do in the event.

 

 

 

Hina dolls
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The doctor is
not available.

At the time of illness or an injury
When the child is sick or injured
Be calm when your child is sick or injured whether at home or outside. When you are unsure of
what to do during such incidents, please refer to the following flow chart.

Yes No

When this is not possible

 
 
 
 
 

After you have been to the hospital

When you recieve medical care at the hospital, inform the doctor that the child is attending a
Youchien / Hoikuen. Then ask if the child can go to the Youchien / Hoikuen.

When you could not go to Youchien / Hoikuen
When the child cannot go to the Youchien / Hoikuen, rest at home. As the teachers at the
Youchien / Hoikuen will get worried, inform them when your child is taking leave to rest at home.
You may be able to use the "sick child/convalescence child childcare facility”.

 

Information service in foreign languages
When you pronounce the name of the train station or the name of the city/town,
information on the nearest medical institution will be given to you either in sound or
FAX automatically. This service is available in five languages (Chinese, English,
Portuguese, Spanish, and Korean).

TEL FAX: (050) 5810 5884

Go to the hospital You have your own regular doctor.

The nursing is done at
home.

Contact non business day (night)
clinic or the doctor on duty in
your residential area.

Utilize the Medical Institution Information
Service.

Contact your own
regular doctor.
 

Start
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When you can go to Youchien and Hoikuen
When the child can go to the Youchien / Hoikuen, inform the teacher your child’s exact condition,
such as the sickness’ name and symptoms. We recommend asking the doctor to write a letter
about this before going to Youchien / Hoikuen.

 
 

 
 

Just in case

Children get sick or injured easily. In order not to panic when an emergency occurs, check
beforehand about the contact numbers and consultation (doctor’s office) hours of hospitals.

 
 
 
 
 
 

What is the Sick Child and Convalescence Childcare (byouji hoiku byougoji hoiku)?

Even when the child is sick, the guardians cannot take leave from work. During such times, you can
make use of the Sick Child and Convalescence childcare facilities.

When can these facilities be used?
This can be used when the child is sick or in convalescence but the guardians cannot take leave to
nurse the child. The facility cannot be used when it exceeds the stipulated number.
How do we use this?
You need to apply to use the services, at the local municipality office or the facility of the Sick
Child and Convalescence Childcare. Usage fee will be charged when you leave the child in their
care. You may need to register beforehand and submit necessary documents. Please check with
the relerant personnel.

Aichi Emergency Medical Care Guide
http://www.qq.pref.aichi.jp/
The website “Aichi Emergency Medical Care guide” of “Aichi Prefecture Emergency Medical
Information System” allows you to search for non business days clinics in several languages.

Aichi Medical Translation System
http://www.aichi iryou tsuyaku system.com/
This is a translation service available at some hospitals in Aichi Prefecture. You can view the
website in several languages.

Handling of medicine
In principal, Youchien and Hoikuen cannot be responsible to keep the medicines at the center.
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Vaccination
Why does the child need vaccination?

Children have weak immune systems and fall sick easily. Vaccination can prevent some sicknesses. In
order to protect the important life of a child, it is recommended to take vaccination. Vaccination is
available regardless of nationalities and residency status.

Function of vaccine

The liquid medication used for vaccination is called “vaccine”. The vaccine provides artificial
immunization to the human body. Vaccine lowers down the risk of contracting serious illness.
However, several vaccinations may be required in some cases because the immunity is weak.

Types of vaccinations

The types of vaccinations can be grouped into two : periodical and optional vaccinations.

How much does it cost?

For the periodical vaccination, if this is done within the period designated for it, most of them are free
of charge.

For the optional vaccination, all costs are borne by yourself in most cases. The charges are not cheap.
However, should the child fall seriously ill because the child is not vaccinated, he/she may lose his/her life.
In view of this, it is important to have the vaccination.

When is the vaccination?

The period of vaccination is determined by the age of the child. It is notified by the local municipalities.
Schedule a time to get your child vaccinated within that period. If you get your child vaccinated outside the
scheduled period, it may cost more.

Periodical vaccination This is a vaccination decided nationally and recommended to guardians.

Vaccinated against : diphtheria, whooping cough, polio, measles rubella, Japanese encephalitis,

tetanus, tuberculosis

 Optional vaccination This is in accordance with the epidemic and consultation with the doctor on

whether to have the vaccination.

Vaccinated against: Influenza, mumps, chicken pox, and hepatitis B, and others . 
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Where can you take vaccination?
You can take vaccination at the public health department health or health centers designated by the
local municipality, and pediatric clinics.
In the case where the venue is designated by the local municipality, only those registered as
residents are able to get the vaccination.

Before the vaccination
Fill in the preliminary examination form. If you are not sure how to fill this in, consult the health
center or clinics.

What to bring along
Maternal and child health handbook (boshi kenkou techou), preliminary examination form (the one
you have filled in), vaccination booklet
It will be required to present the vaccination records at the school entrance health examination and
orientation for school admission. Please be prepared.

After vaccination
Side effects
There may be side effects after vaccination. With different levels of severity, the vaccinated area may
become swollen or the child may develop a fever. If you are worried consult a doctor.

For the sake of your child’s health
Get your family paediatrician!

You get consult your own paediatrician for any worries or uncertainties. Besides vaccination, you can
also consult them about any worries you have about your child’s health.

Obtain the right information!

In order to feel comfortable about your child’s vaccination, get the accurate information.

“Vaccination and your child’s health 2012” is available in several languages (English, Korean, Chinese,
Portuguese, and Spanish). Preliminary examination forms are also available on the website to down load
in several languages.
(Request)When downloading them, please read and adhere to the rules and regulations.

When making a schedule
There may be a big difference in the vaccination schedules in your own country and Japan. Be certain of
the types of vaccination the child has received in your own country and make an accurate schedule when
to get vaccinated in Japan.

“Vaccination and your child’s health (yobousesshu to kodomo no kenkou)”
Vaccination Research Center

http://www.yoboseshu rc.com/index.php?id=8
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Pinworm Inspection

The Youchien and Hoikuen carry out pinworm inspections in spring.

What are pinworms?
While people are sleeping, pinworms come out from the intestines and lay eggs around the anal region.
This causes itching around this area. These eggs can be transferred onto the hands and then the mouth,
or even to other people. You may not be aware of the infection since there may be no symptoms
therefore it is necessary to have a check for pinworms.

When should the child be checked for pinworms?
The child should be checked once after he/she wakes up and before he/she uses the toilet.

(Note!) There is no necessity to submit samples of faeces and urine.

How to do the checking?
Day 1

Remove the transparent cover.
Push the blue portion of the cellophane to the anal and press two to three times using your finger.
Take the cellophane from the anal.
Put the transparent cover back.

Day 2
Repeat steps
Remove the cover from Day 1 and combine with the cellophane
of Day 2.

Inspection day : morning of____month day
and morning of____month day

Submission date ____month day

 

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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Let’s prevent pinworms!
1. Keep short nails and try not to bite them.
2. Try not to scratch the anal area.
3. Wash hands properly after using the toilet and before meals.
4. Keep the pants clean.

 
 
 

When the pinworms are found
Take the anti worm medication. Consult the doctor or pharmacist.
The medication is not effective against the eggs. As such, take into consideration the time needed
for the eggs to hatch. Take the medication again 2 to 3 weeks after taking the first medication.
It is common to have the whole family infected. In such cases, get cured together.

Do not forget the inspection date!
If the child does not take inspection from the Youchien / Hoikuen, it is to be done individually. In
such cases, there will be charges incurred. Thus, do not forget the inspection date at the centers.
Please inform the Youchien / Hoikuen about the inspection results.
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Stool Test (kenben)

What is stool test?

This is a test to see if there are parasites or bacterium in the body by examining the feces. At the
Youchien and Hoikuen, in order not to have any illness spread, everybody has to take this test once a
year. The stool test is also carried out every year after entering elementary school. If you do not know
how to do this, check with the teachers.
If the test results are positive, you need to do one more test. If so, have the test at the hospital.

When do we have the stool test?

The stool test is held in spring (April to June) at the Youchien and Hoikuen. If the stool test result is
positive, the child cannot go into the pool in summer.

Tools for stool test
There are several types of tools (stool extraction containers) for stool test.

[Examples of stool extraction containers]

Method of stool test
The method of stool test varies according to the types of containers. Some require two containers. In
such cases, you need two days’ share of stool extraction. Check with the teachers of the Youchien /
Hoikuen that your child goes to. Here we explain the stool test method of the container in .

Stool test held on ______month day.

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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Procedure of stool test

There is a label that comes with the container. On
this label, write down the child’s name, gender,
age and date of stool extraction.

Turn and remove the cap.

Fold some toilet paper and place it in the middle
of the toilet bowl. Have the child pass his/her
stool on top of this.

 

Extract some feces using the stick from the cap of
the container. Scrap all over the surface of the
stool.

Note: If there is too much stool on the stick, it
cannot be tested. Just fill the groove of the stick.

 

Insert the stick into the container, and then push
forward until it snaps into place. Once this is done
it cannot be taken out again.

 

Put the container into the bag for submission and
hand it over to the Youchien / Hoikuen.

 

Caution during stool test

Only the person’s (child’s) stool should be extracted.
Liquid inside the stool test container should not be removed.
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Infections

What is an infection?

An infection is an illness caused by viruses and bacterium entering the body. As children do not have a
fully developed immune system, they can fall sick suddenly. Moreover, as they can also become seriously
sick in a short time, it is necessary to be cautious. The causes of infection are very wide. The viruses can be
passed via coughing, sneezing, hands or food. It is vital to stamp out these routes of infections.

When the child gets infected

If the child gets infected, he/she may not be able to attend Youchien / Hoikuen. Check with the doctor if
the child can attend Youchien / Hoikuen.

When the child cannot attend
The guardians should take care of the child at home until he/she will recover and other

children will not get infected. You may need a “Certificate of absence (shusseki teishi
shoumeisho)”. Please check with the relevant personnel.

When the child can attend
Just because the child is allowed to attend does not mean caution is dropped. The child

may still infect other children. Observe your child’s condition very carefully and inform the
teachers at the Youchien / Hoikuen if you notice anything that disturbs you.

Let’s prevent infections!
It is important to prevent infections even at home.

Wash hands frequently
Wash hands thoroughly with soap. Then rinse well with water.

Wear masks
This is especially important for children who are ill to wear masks.

When the child is well enough to attend Youchien / Hoikuen…
You need a “Certificate of permission for attendance (touen kyoka shoumeisho)”
that certifies the child has fully recovered. Submit this to the principal.

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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Be mindful of vomit and stool.
Viruses may present in vomit and stool. Put disposable masks and plastic bags and clean them
as soon as possible.

Do cleaning
Wipe floors, walls, doors, etc. frequently with damp cloth.

Get vaccinated Please go to the page on [Vaccinations](p.82).

Regulate the life rhythm
Have sufficient food, sleep, etc. Exercising is also important for a healthy body. Please go to the

page on [A day in the life of a healthy child](p.106).
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Medical Examination

 
 

What is medical examination?
The medical examination checks the child’s growth and nutritional status. Specialist doctors will go to
the Youchien and Hoikuen to carry out the medical examination.

What is being done?

What is done? What to test?

 weight
measurement

The child takes off his/her clothes and underwear. This is to ensure
that the child’s weight is accurately measured. (In some cases, the
weight is measured with the child in underwear.)

 height
measurement

The child takes off his/her clothes and underwear. This is to ensure
that the child’s height is accurately measured. (In some cases, the
height is measured with the child in underwear.)

 sitting height
measurement

The height from the buttock to the head while sitting down is
measured.

 head
circumference
measurement

The head size is measured using a measuring tape. This is to see
the growth of the brain.

 chest
measurement

The child is naked in the upper body. The chest size is measured
using a measuring tape. This is to see the growth of the internal
organs.

 internal
examination,
palpation

The child is naked in the upper body. The doctor puts his/her
stethoscope on the child’s chest and back to listen to the heart
beats. The doctor will also check the eyes, throat and inside the
nose.

 eye test,
vision
screening

For vision screening, a tool like a spoon blocks one eye and the
other eye will look at symbols and pictures used for testing. These
symbols and pictures come in different sizes and shapes. The
children respond on what they see.

 hearing test The child’s name is called out in a soft voice from a distance. The
child’s hearing is judged by whether he/she has any reaction.

 dental
checkup

The child opens his/her mouth wide. The dentist examines the
inside of the mouth, such as the condition of the teeth (whether
the teeth are well cleaned, alignment and bite of the teeth, etc).

 

Medical examination on _____ month day

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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Is it compulsory to have the medical examination?

Please make sure your child take the medical examination. Children attending Youchien and Hoikuen
have at least two medical examinations a year. The contents and methods of the medical examination
are fixed.
You may be resistant towards letting others examine your children’s bodies or inside their mouths.
However, please do not worry. The doctors are specialists and they use the correct methods to do the
examination. For the sake of the child’s health and growth, please let him/her has the medical
examination.

What you need to know as a parent

Growth of the child
You may get worried when you get the result of the medical examination and wonder if your own
child is thinner than other children, or if your child is heavier than the standard weight. This is
especially so for the first child.
Please be aware that the young children of the age attending Youchien and Hoikuen are vary among
different individuals in the ways they grow. This is due to variations in the number of days the child is
in the mother’s womb, size at birth, nutritional status since birth, the child’s health constitution, etc.
In the early stages, some children grow very fast while others are slower in growth.
As such, when you get the result of the medical examination, please do not be anxious after
comparing with other children. All children are different in the ways they grow.

When you do get worried
Nevertheless, you still may get worried about your child’s growth. Please do not keep this to
yourself.
Firstly, talk to the teachers at the Youchien / Hoikuen. The teachers at the Youchien / Hoikuen
provide support to the child’s growth together with the parents. Do feel free to talk to the teachers.
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Toilet Training

Diapers in Japan

In Japan, there are both disposable diapers and cloth diapers. Even though you may use cloth diapers at
home, most Hoikuen use disposable diapers.

Disposable diapers
They are disposable and easily changed. Recent disposable diapers are breathable and less likely to get
diaper rash.

Cloth diapers
As these are washable and can be used multiple times, it is more economical. As it may be unpleasant
after excretion, the child learns to tell the teacher that he/she needs to go to the toilet at an early stage.
The cloth diapers are used together with a diaper cover.

Toilet training / out of diapers time

There are individual differences in the timing to be out of diapers. At the Hoikuen, toilet training is done
usually the period of two to three years old both diapers and pants are used with gradual progress
depending on the child’s readiness.
The teachers would not be angry even when the child wets his/her pants. As it may be unpleasant for
the child when he/she wets his/her pants, this is to train the child to be able to inform the teacher that
he/she wants to use the toilet.
Both the home and the Hoikuen have to cooperate and share the progress of the child. At the beginning
of toilet training, you may be informed to bring along some pants. You may communicate with teacher by
updating the child’s progress at home, and let the child learn with his/her own pace.
There are also male teachers at Hoikuen. The diapers and toileting will be taken care of regardless of the
gender of the teacher.
A child may wet his/her pants several times in a day. Prepare many sets of underwear, clothing, socks,
etc.

disposable diaper cloth diaper

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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Training pants
When a child stops using diapers and is practicing using the toilet, he/she may wet his/her pants. At
such occasions, it is recommended to use the training pants. On the surface these pants look like
ordinary pants, but when a child wets his/her pants, these pants are more absorbable than normal pants.
Some children use the training pants but there are some who use normal pants right from the beginning.

Used disposable diapers

Bring the used disposable diapers home from the Hoikuen at the end of each day to dispose them at
home. Prepare plastic bags for bringing home these used diapers every day. The Hoikuen does not
dispose the used diapers. Bring home only your own child’s share. In order not to mix up with other
children’s diapers, you must write your child’s name on each diaper.

Japanese style toilet / western style toilet

In recent years, western style toilets have become more common in Japan. However, in Some
Youchien and Hoikuen, may still use Japanese style toilets. Sometimes as the toilet shape is different
from that at home, some children may become confused. Check on the method of toilet use at the
Youchien and Hoikuen that your child is attending.

Method of use for Japanese style toilet
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A Day in the Life of a Healthy Child

A child needs to have a life rhythm in order for him/her to live healthily every day. Going to bed early, get
up early and have a good breakfast is especially important for the child’s growth. Try to have a regular
routine in daily life.
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the morning
To have regularity in daily life, it is important to wake up early. Get out of bed at around 7 a.m.
Breakfast is a must. After breakfast, have the child do his/her toileting at home. The state of
the stool is a measure for health. Check its state.
Wash your face and brush your teeth.

At night
Have a balanced dinner. Try not to have your dinner too late.
Make your shower water and bath water lukewarm. This will help you to sleep well.
Go to bed by 9p.m.!

In the day
Go outside to play during the day to get some sunlight.
Wash your hands and gargle your mouth after returning from outside.
Have a good lunch.
Have a day nap. In order not to interrupt your sleep at night, the day nap should not be past
3p.m.
Have your snacks. Avoid snacks contains lots of sugar, oil and salt.
(Examples of good snacks: steamed bread, yoghurt, apple, pudding)

Why do you need to wash your hands and gargle your mouth?
This is to prevent falling sick as you get rid of viruses and bacterium
on your hands and in your mouth.

How to gargle
Retain some water in your mouth, tilt your head backwards, open
your mouth and say “Argh…” or “garh…” and then spit out the water.

 

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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Lunch at Youchien and Hoikuen (Kyuushoku)

What is Kyuushoku (lunch at Youchien and Hoikuen)?

Kyuushoku (lunch at Youchien and Hoikuen) is the food eaten at noon at the Youchien and Hoikuen. It
is made with consideration of a balanced diet. The children learn the joy, importance and manners at
meals time.
The time for Kyuushoku is fixed. Every one eats together. It is not permissible for the child to go home
during lunch meal time for lunch. In Japan, most elementary and junior high schools have Kyuushoku
(school lunch) as well.
Some Youchien and Hoikuen only rice to be brought from home and the center provides the side
dishes.

Cost of lunch meal

The lunch meal is not free of charge. The meal cost is to be paid
every month. (Some places include the meal cost in the childcare fees.)

Flavours of the lunch meal

Basically it is prepared as the Japanese flavours. There may be some food that the child is not used to
initially. As lunches are to be taken daily, let’s try a little by little and get used to the flavours.

Manners at meal time

There are Japanese meal manners in Japan regarding the way the chopsticks are held, the posture
while eating, holding the bowls and plates etc. During lunch time, the teachers correct the wrong
manners if required. It is necessary for everyone to adhere to the right manners in order to enjoy the
meal. Check with the teachers whenever there is anything you do not understand or you find baffling.

When there are some foods the child cannot consume due to religious reasons

When there are some foods your child cannot consume due to religious reasons, you must let the
teachers at the Youchien / Hoikuen know. Whenever possible the type of food are inconsumable may
be taken out. However, the Youchien and Hoikuen may not be able to comply all the times, and they
seek the understanding and cooperation of the parents.

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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When there are foods the child cannot consume due to allergies

When there are some foods your child cannot consume due to allergies, you must let the teachers at
the Youchien / Hoikuen know. Discuss with the teachers on how to tackle this. 

(Note) The allergy free diet does not mean taking away the type of food that the child does not like.

Miscellaneous

Some items are required to prepare at home for the lunch. As each Youchien and Hoikuen is
different, check with your child’s center.
(Example) hand towel, apron, chopsticks, lunch napkin, cup, toothbrush (for brushing teeth after

the lunch.)

Preparations for the lunch (duties to serve meals to everyone) are done by the children themselves.
Lunch duty rosters are rotated. Those on duty must wear masks. Do not forget to bring them.

 

To the guardians

Lunch prepared at Hoikuen / Youchien.

Put only rice in the lunch box and bring it to center.

Lunch fee is collected every month.

yen

Prepare allergy free diet for children who require it.

No lunch prepared at Hoikuen / Youchien. Please bring your own lunch box.

Bring your own lunch box only when there are inconsumable ingredients in the

lunch at Hoikuen / Youchien.

Some Youchien and Hoikuen may prepare lunches that have the ingredients that cause the
allergies removed (allergy free diet). This allergy free diet requires instructions from the doctors
with regard to the inconsumable ingredients. Get the instructions from the hospital and discuss
with the Youchien / Hoikuen. Some Youchien and Hoikuen may not be able to prepare this allergy
free diet. In such cases, most will bring their own lunchboxes (obentou).
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Lunchbox (obentou) water bottle (suitou)

Days when a lunchbox is needed

When lunch cannot be prepared at Youchien and Hoikuen during times of excursions, when storm
warnings are cancelled, and “Lunch box Day (obentou no hi)” the day everyone brings along his/her
own lunchbox even though there is no event going on. Special lunch box day such as “Rice ball Day”
when you bring only rice balls (onigiri).
For Youchien and Hoikuen which do not provide lunches, the children have to bring their own
lunchboxes every day.
The Youchien and Hoikuen will inform beforehand about the “Obentou Days”.

Things to take note of when preparing your own lunchbox

Please take note of the followings when preparing your own lunchboxes.
Put your lunch in your own lunchbox. Do not bring lunchboxes bought directly from shops and bring
them in plastic carrier bags.
Prepare a portion enough for a child. Do not prepare too much or too little.
If there is soup it may spill while on the way. Do not prepare soup or food with gravy.
Refrain as much as possible from perishable and raw foods. Especially in summer, foods are easily
perishable, use refrigerant, etc.
There may be times when lunch is eaten outside. Prepare foods that are easy to eat, will not
overspill or will not dirty the child’s hands.
Do not put sweets or snacks in the lunchbox.
The children like home prepared lunchboxes. Prepare lunchboxes that are enjoyed by the children.

Obentou in Japan

There is this Obentou culture in Japan. Obentou are made not only with consideration of a balanced
diet, but also the appearance such as colors. Obentou for children are mostly homemade.

[Obentou in Japan]

If you have any concern or anything you don’t understand, please talk to the teacher.
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Days when a water bottle (suitou) is needed

Some Youchien and Hoikuen require the child to bring along a water bottle every day. Some only have
such requirement during hot days in summer or when there is an event.

Things to take note of when preparing the water bottle

Please take note of the followings when preparing the water bottle.
 Get a stainless steel water bottle that can keep the drinks either cold or warm.
 Put either tea or water in the water bottle. Do not bring drinks in PET bottles.
 Get a size of water bottle that is sufficient for the amount a child to drink.
 Only tea or water is allowed. Do not put juices in the water bottle. Tea includes brown rice tea,
barley tea, oolong tea, etc.

 Get a water bottle that comes with a cup. Those with come with straws are not hygienic.

Reasons why only tea and water are allowed in Japan
Some countries have the practice of drinking juices or sweet tea while having meals. This depends on
the balance and flavouring of the food consumed. Japanese foods are often flavoured with sugar. The
balance of sugar in a meal is also considered. If juices are consumed with a meal, there is an excess
input of sugar. As such, it is preferable to take tea and water which are sugarless drunk to replace fluid.
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Languages used at home

The importance of language at home

What language does the child speak to his/her father and mother now? Is it in his/her father’s and
mother’s mother tongue? Is that Japanese? The language spoken at home is very important for the child. If
the child is well brought up in the home language, it is believed that he/she will also be well brought up in
Japanese. Are you one of those families which ban the use of your own mother tongue at home because
you want your child to be fluent in Japanese as soon as possible?
Young children have not been well brought up in their own mother tongue. As there are plenty of
opportunities to be in touch with the Japanese language at the Youchien and Hoikuen, the child will be able
to speak in Japanese better than your own language. Children learn languages quickly, as well as
forgetting them quickly. The more opportunities the child has to be in touch with the Japanese language,
the more easily the child will forget his/her own mother tongue.

What happens if the child forgets his/her own mother tongue?

You cannot communicate!
The worst problem of forgetting one’s mother tongue is not being able to converse with one’s parents.
What would it be like to lose the language that allows one to converse with one’s parents? Do you think it is
alright to speak only in Japanese?
A child may be able to understand his/her parents using simple Japanese at his/her early stage. However,
when the child progresses to junior high and high school, if the child speaks only in Japanese although the
parents speak in their mother tongue, they cannot discuss topics like further study and the child's future.
It becomes hard to think abstractly!
If the child is well developed in his/her own language at home, it is believed that he/she will also be well
developed in Japanese language. On the other hand, if the child is not well developed in his/her own
language, he/she will also not be able to be well developed in Japanese.
When the child goes to elementary school, he/she needs to learn many words and concepts in the
process of study. As the child progresses to the upper levels, these words and concepts become more
abstract. If the child is well brought up in his/her own mother tongue, and he/she can think very clearly in
it, the child can still comprehend concepts by replacing Japanese with his/her own mother tongue. If the
child fails to comprehend concepts in his/her own mother tongue as well as Japanese, it will be very tough.
If the child cannot understand whether the explanation is in Japanese or his/her mother tongue, this will
result in him/her failing in his/her study.

What should we do then?

You should treat both your mother tongue and Japanese with equal importance. It should not be “only
Japanese while in Japan” or “only your native language because you will go back your home country
eventually”. It would be better for the parents to use their most proficient language, which is their mother
tongue, rather than force themselves to speak in Japanese, as this will make the child be able to use both
the mother tongue and Japanese as the situation demands.
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Let’s read picture books!

Fathers, mothers, grandfathers and grandmothers, let’s read picture books !

Who reads these books?

It does not matter who reads the books. Be it father, mother, grandfather, grandmother, brother,
sister… the child is pleased that many people read them.

How should the books be read?

Read it out normally. You don’t have to change your voice when a character appears, or have
exaggerated gestures. The person doing the reading should also enjoy the book.

In what language should the books be read?
Please read in the most comfortable (or proficient) language of the person who reads the book.

What books should be read?

 Please read books that the father and mother like.
 If you do not know which picture books to read, please consult the teachers at the Youchien and
Hoikuen. They can give advice the child books that are suitable for your child. The Youchien and
Hoikuen also have books for lending. Please make good use of this facility.

 Go to the libraries in your area. They have interesting books.

Why do we read books to the child?

To read out the picture books to the child is a very beneficial thing to do.
 It increases the child’s interest in language and enriches
the child’s vocabulary

 The child gets to learn what is right and what is not right
 The child obtains imaginative power
 The child gets to learn how to be sensitive to others’ emotion
 The child obtains knowledge

The above are some of the good effects from reading picture books.
Do read picture books to your child at home.
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Recommended Picture Books

 

Title Ao kun to Kiiro chan (Little Blue and Little Yellow)
Age suitable for 2 to 3 years old

Little Blue and Little Yellow are good friends. One day, Mother
asked Little Blue to stay at home alone but he wanted to play with
Little Yellow and went out. Little Blue finds Little Yellow. He is so
happy that he hugs Little Yellow. This results them turning green.
(Available in English version.)

Title Watashi no One piece (My dress)
Age suitable for 3 year

Little Miss rabbit made a dress. When she wore it and walked
among the flowers, the dress turned into the pattern of flowers. It
next changed pattern again. What pattern would it change next?

Title Inai inai baa (Peek a boo)
Age suitable for 0 to 1 year old

The cat plays peek a boo with a smile. The bear also plays
peek a boo with a smile. The mouse, the fox and everyone also
play peek a boo with a smile.
This is a book that child smiles with each page you turn.

Title Guri to Gura no ensoku (Excursion of Guri and Gura)
Age suitable for 4 years

One day, the wild rats Guri and Gura went on an excursion. When
they were in the field, they found a strip of woollen yarn that was
dropped. Guri and Gura went after the yarn, wondering where it
would lead them to and with what it was connected. Now, where
would they arrive at?
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Information of the Recommended Picture Books

“Inai Inai Baa”
Story writer: Miyoko Matsutani, Picture: Yasuo Segawa, Publisher: Doushinsha, Published 1967

“Ao kun to Kiiro chan”
Auther: Leo Lionni, Translation: Tamao Fujita, Publisher: Shikousha, Published 1967

“Watashi no One piece”
Auther: Kayako Nishimaki, Publisher: Kogumasha, Published 1969

“Guri to Gura no Ensoku”
Auther: Nakagawa Rieko, Illustrator: Yuriko Yamawaki, Publisher: Fukuinkanshoten, Published 1983
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Use the 100 yen products wisely!

 

 
 

The child needs many items to prepare while attending the
Youchien and Hoikuen. You can use items that you already have
at home, however you still need to prepare those items that you
do not have. You need to obtain them from others or purchase
them. If you need to purchase many items it costs a lot as well.
It is recommended for you to consider buying the items from the
100 yen shops.

Have you been to 100 yen shops? If you walk down the street
and come across shop signs like “DAISO”, “Seria” and “CanDo”.
These 100 yen shops sell things used in daily life like tableware,
towels, stationery, toys, etc. All these are sold at only 100 yen
each. You can find items that you would be surprised that they
are sold only at 100 yen. However, please be aware that they may
have things which cost more than 100 yen.

Children are always filled with energy when they play out door.
At times they may dirty or even break things. For things that are
easily broken or dirtied, it is better to buy several at 100yen shop
at a time as reserve. Why not make a trip there to see what you
can find?

 

The following things required by the Youchien and
Hoikuen are available at 100yen shop

handkerchief
tissue paper
cup
tableware such as
chopsticks, spoon, etc.

wet wipes
plastic bags
air tight container
mat for excursions
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Prior Confirmation Matter

Name of child

Name to be used at Youchien
/ Hoikuen

Only if different from
the original name

The person who helps in
Japanese language

(who you can ask for help
when you need help)

Japanese interpretation / Whom you can seek help to explain in your language
To read documents written in Japanese.

Available

Name

Family Relative

Colleague Friend

Not available

Languages parents
understand (write out all)

Languages parents can
speak (write out all)

Letters from Youchien
and Hoikuen

Do not read Japanese at all.

Can read Japanese if there is phonetics.

Can read Japanese even if there is not phonetics.

Language used by the
child
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Religion
sect

If you do not
need special
arrangement,
Leave it blank.

Ingredients that are not allowed to eat in my religion.

Yes
For ingredients not found here, check for the name in Japanese in dictionary
and let the teachers know.

Pork
Beef
Chicken
Fermented food
Dairy products
Squid octopus
Shellfish
Fish
Things mixed with blood
Things that are not treated religiously
Others

No
Events that cannot be participated in due to religion.

Yes
For list of events please go to the page on Seasonal Events .

Pool
Children’s Day (kodomonohi)
Star Festival (Tanabata matsuri)
Summer Festival (Natsumatsuri)
Bon Festival Dance (Bonodori)
Christmas party
Bean scattering (Mamemaki)
Doll Festival (Hina matsuri)
Others

No

Babysitter Yes Yes, we have one.
No No, we do not have one.
Plan to have one

If there is any other things that concern you besides the above list, inform the teacher directly.

This list does not mean all the concerns recorded here will be responded. The parents should discuss
with the Youchien and Hoikuen how to tackle them.
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Changes regarding the sending and fetching the child

Name of the child

Sending
Time to send the child is different from usual.

Day mm dd Time

Person to send the child is different from usual.

Day mm dd

Fetching
Time to fetch the child is different from usual.

Day mm dd Time

Person to fetch the child is different from usual.

Day mm dd Time

Name

Family Relative colleague

Friend Babysitter

Person to send the child does not understand Japanese at all.

Person to send the child can speak Japanese.

Person to send the child can read Japanese.

For any changes in the sending and fetching, put a tick in and record in . This must be

handed to the teacher beforehand.

Person to send the child does not understand Japanese at all.

Person to send the child can speak Japanese.

Person to send the child can read Japanese.
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To the guardians
Event ( )

Regarding the participation
Both child and guardians must participate.

The child must participate. The guardians can participate if possible.

The child must participate. The guardians do not need to participate.

Day and time Be punctual and do not be late for the gathering time.

Time for the child to assemble.

Day mm dd Time

Time for the child and parents to assemble is the same.

Day mm dd Time

Time for the child and parents to assemble is different.

Day mm dd

Child Time

Parent(s) Time

Lunch box water bottle
Child

Please bring your lunch box.

Please bring your water bottle.

Parent(s)

Please bring your lunch box.

Please bring your water bottle.

Things to bring along

Special items are required to bring along. Please check with the teacher.

Same as usual.

Attire
Different attire from usual. Please check with the teacher.

Same as usual.
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